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From Ilona Andrews, New York Times best-selling author, the thrilling conclusion to her Hidden

Legacy series, as Nevada and Rogan grapple with a power beyond even their imagination. Nevada

Baylor can't decide which is more frustrating - harnessing her truthseeker abilities or dealing with

Connor "Mad" Rogan and their evolving relationship. Yes, the billionaire Prime is helping her

navigate the complex magical world in which she's become a crucial player - and sometimes a

pawn - but she also has to deal with his ex-fiancÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©e, whose husband has disappeared and

whose damsel-in-distress act is wearing very, very thin. Rogan faces his own challenges, too, as

Nevada's magical rank has made her a desirable match for other Primes. Controlling his immense

powers is child's play next to controlling his conflicting emotions. And now he and Nevada are

confronted by a new threat within her own family. Can they face this together? Or is their world

about to go up in smoke?
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How can they keep doing this ??? I have to give the authors a big THANKS for ruining my ability to

read ANYTHING else. How can i read anything and like it when I compare it to the incomparable

Ilona and Gordon Andrews? I am left bookless after getting hooked on their series- Kate Daniels,

the Edge, the innkeeper series- they never ever disappoint and always blow me away with their

amazing writing, inventive plots, great characters and witty lines. This series was absolutely

amazing- the romance was scorching hot, the characters are likeable and the world is so well

thought out. Didn't particularly love the ending as it left the core problem of the series unsolved.



Keeping my fingers crossed that more series revolving around other characters in this book will fix

that little dilemma. I've read this book multiple times and always find a new funny line that I didn't

fully appreciate the first (or second, or third ) time around. KEEP IT COMING!! And if you don't want

to be spoiled for any more reading , then stay away from this series- you won't be able to read

second class books after this!! Waaaaaah!

Review courtesy of All Things Urban Fantasy.Romantics, fantasy fans, and process nerds unite,

WILDFIRE has something for all of us. Nevada and Connor have to negotiate the transition of their

new relationship into a world that is aware of the Baylor family's potential. As with every other book

in this series, however, readers are going to finish WILDFIRE wanting more and more of these

smart, sexy, hilarious characters.In addition to Andrews' characteristic magic with relationships in

progress, WILDFIRE also clears up many threads left hanging in prior books. Questions of the other

Baylors' abilities are put to rest, even how Nevada and her sisters ended up with such a diverse set

of powers in a world where careful genetic tracking would predict against it. Some of the rotten

Prime conspiracy is resolved, or at least promises to change the playing field, and seeing Nevada

work with her new employees (and her new paramilitary neighbors) is as detailed and satisfying as

you'd expect from the Andrews.Each book in the Hidden Legacy series is worth reading more than

once, and WILDFIRE was even better the second time around. Where a lesser series would pack

melodrama between secrets, the Andrews use strategy and rational responses, which age much

better. The character dynamics are just as funny and sweet with each read-through, but that's small

comfort until we know more Hidden Legacy books are on their way.Sexual Content: Sex scenes.

I've loved every book I've read by this author, and Wildfire is certainly no exception. Another

wonderful adventure for Nevada Baylor and Connor Rogan starts with Nevada accepting a job from

Rogan's ex-fiance to find her missing husband. This leads to all sorts of interesting, exciting and

dangerous events that tie in with the plot they've been investigating throughout the series so far.

Nevada and Rogan's relationship progresses, and then when the complication of her paternal

grandmother threatens, it is decided to declare her family as a House with Nevada and her sister

Catalina as Primes. I love how strong Nevada is and how she is more than a match for the powerful

and troubled Mad Rogan. I adore this series and I hope the next book comes soon because I can't

wait to read more.

What word is bigger than "outstanding?" Everything about this book and series is more than



outstanding. All the characters benevolent or evil stand out, the monsters (where did they come up

with these monsters?), the exactly right-on family dynamics from Nevada's family, the slicing/dicing

politics of the Houses, the over-arching conspiracy and the Nevada/Rogan romance (big sigh) -- all

interweave with exceptional skill and balance. All the previous five-star reviewers really have said it

all and said it really well. I must express my appreciation for a magical reading experience. This was

all I hoped it would be and more. As I re-read this review I realize I sound like a gushing, syrupy fan

of the Andrews. Well, I am.

This was a terrific end to a delightful and original series, though I would be hitting the 'pre-order'

button immediately if I knew that there would be another one in the offing. There is so much that you

can do with this world, and their world-building and character development is so adept. I work with

military veterans with PTSD, and he reminds me so much of some of my clients. The romance is

well-written but not the entire focus of the story, and the plot, while not as surprising as some of their

books, is still so enveloping that I had a sense of withdrawal once I finished the book and had to go

back and re-read the series just to see what I might have missed the first (and to be honest, the

second) times.

Absolutely the best author team writing today. Their characters are "real" and rounded people you

can identify with and be totally drawn into. LIke the Kate Daniels series, they create an alternate

world but this one is around magic rather than vamps or shapeshifters.The great thing about the

worlds they create are that they're logical and they've clearly put in enough time and planning to

make them a natural setting for the story. You're not suddenly reading and going "wait, why can't

she do X if she can already do Y?". The story and setting are so natural that I can lose myself in

them and focus on what's happening and forget I'm in another world.It's not often I find an author or

series where I LITERALLY can't stop reading. But this husband/wife team always get me to the

point where I'll stay up all night to finish the book. It's just too good to stop.
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